Case Study_Distribution
IKEA Case


IKEA
http://www.ikea.com/ms/en_GB/about_ikea/press_room/student_info.html# 
The IKEA vision is "To create a better everyday life for the many people."
Our business idea is "To offer a wide range of well designed, functional home furnishing products at prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to afford them.“
Our market positioning statement is "Your partner in better living. We do our part, you do yours. Together we save money."



IKEA values
Encourage customers to experience the IKEA concept
The IKEA brand is the sum total of the emotional and rational values that consumers associate with the IKEA trademark and the reputation of the company.
The overall task of IKEA marketing communication is to build the IKEA brand and inspire people to come to the stores.


Distribution
convenient shopping : The IKEA store offers "everything under one roof", most of it available for immediate take-away. We need to make it easy to choose the right products by displaying them correctly, describing them accurately and having a simple returns policy.
communication and interior design
Com-in is a "unique" resource who work actively to secure our competitive advantage through the development of the IKEA retail concept and the store as a media. All Com-in specialists are from either an interior design background or visual merchandising, and are responsible for the presentation or our product offers using all current range presentation medias and techniques. The Com-in department gives the store inspiration and vitality and works closely with the store sales and logictics teams to ensure our customers always see something new and exciting, and want to come back again and again.
a day out for the whole family
Not only do we provide inspiration and ideas, but we also encourage people to touch, feel and use the products on display to see how they would fit into their own home. We have new products arriving all the time, seasonal themes, play areas for children, special events and a great value family restaurant.


Distribution
the store is the IKEA retailers primary medium for presenting and communicating the range, its low price and the IKEA concept. 
the IKEA catalogue is the main marketing tool with around 70% of the annual marketing budget being spent on this alone. It is produced in 38 different editions, in 17 languages for 28 countries. 110 million catalogues were circulated last year - three times higher than that of the Bible, with 13 million of these being available in the UK.
IKEA food services
The IKEA restaurants are important in providing our customers a place to eat and relax while shopping. There are 3 different concepts offering food in IKEA stores in the UK currently. The main restaurant serves meals based on our Swedish heritage, with traditional dishes such as Gravadlax and meatballs with Lingonberry relish. There are also bistro areas which sell localised snacks such as; hot dogs in the UK, baguettes in France, and pizza in Italy. The IKEA Swedish food markets are also in every store and encourage customers to take home a taste of Sweden. The wide range of traditional Swedish foods helps customers understand our Swedish origins and also lives up to our low price promise.




Distribution
Online shopping – door-to-door concept: track-and-trace solution in order to provide increased visibility of the stock
Decreasing physical distribution costs through:
		- flat pack (Ready-to-assemble furniture (RTA)) throughout the product design stage (including a package technician whose primary function is to enable a flat pack). When the design is such that a flat pack is impossible, then the product is not manufactured.
		- customer-driven instore purchasing (self-service)
Home delivery service
Vans for rent (in Europe)




Think global, act local!
Distribution centers all over the world
Global vision: Alike design everywhere 
Location: critical to stay close to the customers (to have excellent service and decrease transportation costs)
Automation
 The combination of factors has reduced the turnaround on orders to the stores from 72 hours to 24 hours while taking nearly 700 miles out of the distance from the DC to the stores and from the port to the DC (the majority of the product is received via ocean freight to non-EU countries)




New distribution channels
Person as a distribution channel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiS5JDO13fo&list=PLEC7D92311E76D050&index=1&feature=plcp 
New media, like YouTube, facebook, vkontakte, LinkedIn
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